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Case Report

Severe Dental Open Bite Malocclusion With Tongue Reduction After Orthodontic Treatment

Hitoshi Hotokezaka, DDS, DDSc; Takemitsu Matsuo, DDS, DDSc; Maki Nakagawa, DDS; Akio Mizuno, DDS, DDSc; Kazuhide Kobayashi, DDS, DDSc

Abstract: We treated a 21-year-old woman with a severe open bite and macroglossia with a standard edgewise appliance and without partial glossectomy. This was followed by retention using a Begg-type plate retainer for the upper dental arch and a fixed canine-to-canine for the lower arch. A crib was added to the upper plate retainer for suppression of a tongue thrust. The lower arch relapsed during the retention period, with a widening of the intermolar distance, flaring of the anterior teeth, and increased mobility of the teeth. We chose tongue reduction to resolve these problems and one-third of the middle dorsal part of the tongue was excised. After the tongue reduction, the patient experienced no functional problem in mastication, swallowing, and gustation, but she complained of mild speech difficulty and slight pain on the dorsal portion of her tongue. These symptoms disappeared 6 months after surgery. At this time, the mandibular dental arch was markedly improved. The flared lower dental arch had returned to an upright position and the tooth mobility reduced to normal. No appliance was used after surgery. Most of the recovery changes occurred within 4 months. This case highlights the importance of the teeth tending to move toward a balance between the tongue pressure from the inside and labio-buccal pressure from the outside. (Angle Orthod 2001;71:228–236.)
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INTRODUCTION

There is much controversy among orthodontists about the prognosis of treatments for open bite. The causation is difficult to identify since a wide range of etiological factors exists. These factors include skeletal or dental causes, congenital or acquired causes, and combinations of these forms. From the morphological point of view, open bite is basically classified as skeletal or dental. In the case of dental open bite, the etiology is roughly subclassified as acquired, caused by a habit such as thumb sucking or tongue thrusting, and congenital, caused by macroglossia, ankyloglossia, etc. There also are indistinguishable dental open bite subclasses caused by airway obstruction or neurological problems.

Although it may be relatively easy to treat the causative factor of open bite directly when the factor is clearly identified, it is rather difficult to do so in daily practice because the etiology is often obscure and combined. Although the etiology may bring a consideration of tongue reduction when the tongue volume is excessive, the diagnosis is not always easy. This is because the diagnosis of macroglossia is not fully established and also because the tongue sometimes adapts to the contracted narrower space after orthodontic treatment.

Here we report a patient with dental open bite that we first treated orthodontically without a surgical operation, which invited a relapse during the retention period. Following tongue reduction, the flared lower dental arch recovered to an upright position.

CASE REPORT

Pretreatment evaluation

A 21-year-old woman with no history of a congenital abnormality such as Down Syndrome, Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome, or hypothyroidism showed an excessive open bite with an Angle Class III malocclusion (−4.5-mm...
overbite and \(-2\)-mm overjet) (Figure 1A). Although her tongue was rather large, she showed no difficulty in the speech production of the words team or sank. Patients with macroglossia or mandibular protrusion are prone to pronounce these words as theme or thank.

The lateral cephalometric analysis showed the upper central incisor angulation near average (U1-SN = 103.6°, mean = 104.5 ± 5.6°) and the lower central incisor inclined labially (L1-mandibular plane = 101.0°, mean = 96.3 ± 5.8°). A mild Angle class III skeletal discrepancy between the upper and lower jaws was observed (ANB = 1.5°; mean = 3.4 ± 1.8°), with a mandibular plane angle of 28.6° (mean = 27.8 ± 5.2), and the lower lip slightly protruded (2.5 mm) to the E-line (Figure 2A). The upper incisors were a little small, with an anterior ratio of 0.87 (ideally 0.78), lacking 2.3 mm in width. Our diagnosis was a dental open bite caused by macroglossia.

**Initial treatment objectives and plan**

In order to correct the open bite and to establish a Class I canine relationship, the lower left first molar was extracted, followed by placement of edgewise appliances and Class III mechanics. Prosthetic treatment was planned after orthodontic treatment to improve the tooth size ratio.

To stabilize the altered dental arch after orthodontic treatment, a plate-type retainer with a tongue crib was worn and myofunctional therapy was performed. In the case of instability after orthodontic treatment, the treatment plan was to be reevaluated to determine whether tongue reduction would be necessary.

**Treatment progress**

Because the patient presented no signs of a functional problem caused by the large volume of tongue, and also because the tongue was expected to adapt to the postorthodontic dental arch, the orthodontic treatment was initially carried out only with a 0.018” × 0.025” edgewise appliance without tongue reduction.

Because the lower right first molar was missing and the lower left first molar was suffering from a carious lesion, the lower left first molar was extracted and the first molar spaces were utilized to retract the anterior teeth. The open bite was corrected using short bilateral Class III elastics between the distal portion of the upper canine and the mesial portion of the lower canine at 30–40 g on each side for 18 months. After the appliance was removed, removable retainers were worn (Figures 3A, 4A and 5B).

The upper incisors, upper and lower premolars, and lower left first molar were restored by prosthetic treatment. Although the long axes of the crowns were not changed by the prosthetic treatment, the widths of the crowns of the upper incisors and upper left second premolar were made wider for correction of the tooth size ratio and the crowns of the lateral incisors were slightly corrected vertically in order to align the upper anterior teeth. Extracted lower first molar spaces could not be closed completely at the end of orthodontic treatment, and the lower left second premolar and first molar were joined just before tongue reduction. After orthodontic treatment, the patient learned tongue positions at resting and swallowing.

Since the patient complained about vomiting caused by a lower plate-type appliance, the lower retainer was re-
placed with a fixed canine-to-canine retainer after 1 month. A crib was added to the upper retainer to suppress the tongue thrust (another plate without a crib was used during the day). The lower dental arch flared during the retention period (Figures 3B, 4B and 5C) and the closed lower first molar extraction spaces opened. The premolar to molar regions resulted in a cusp-to-cusp occlusion after 1 year of retention. At this time, the teeth mobility (M2-M3) was greater than that (M1) after orthodontic treatment (Figure 6).

Wolford and Cottrell described 18 clinical features of macroglossia in order to determine whether a tongue reduction is necessary. Eight of these features were observed in this case: (1) a wide, broad, and flat tongue; (2) open bite; (3) mandibular prognathism; (4) class III malocclusion; (5) chronic posturing of the tongue between the teeth.

FIGURE 2. Facial photographs. (A) Pretreatment. (B) One year after tongue reduction.
FIGURE 3. Superimpositions of lateral cephalograms. (A) Pretreatment (solid line, May 1990) to immediately after orthodontic treatment (dotted line, March 1995). (B) Immediately after orthodontic treatment (solid line) to before tongue reduction (dotted line, December 1995). (C) Before tongue reduction (solid line) to 1 year after tongue reduction (dotted line, December 1996). The superimpositions were performed with Nasion and S-N plane, ANS and palatal plane, and Menton and mandibular plane, respectively.

at the rest; (6) buccal tipping of posterior teeth; (7) increased transverse width of dental arch; (8) instability in orthodontic treatment. In this case (3) and (4) were mild, and (2) and (4) were improved after orthodontic treatment, but (6), (7), and (8) were still significant after orthodontic treatment. At that point, we rediagnosed the problem and recommended tongue reduction.

The middle dorsal part of the tongue was resected by the method of Harada and Enomoto (Figure 7 and 8). The total weight of the excised tissue was 11 g, and the inflammatory swelling disappeared by 1 month after surgery. The upper plate retainer was not used after surgery. The mobility of the lower anterior teeth and molars increased transiently 2 months after tongue reduction, which is assumed to be caused by a postsurgical inflammatory swelling of the tongue. The mobility of these teeth decreased gradually thereafter (Figure 6, upper). The contraction of the lower dental arch and the reduced mobility of teeth were observed gradually and simultaneously in the first 6 months after surgery (Figure 6, lower). Thereafter, the dental arch and the tooth mobility gradually became stable. The upper and lower molar cusp-to-cusp relationship improved to an upright position (Figure 4C and 5C,D), and the tooth mobility was reduced to M0-M1. The most prominent change of tooth mobility was that of the lower second molars, which was M3 before tongue reduction and M0 after tongue reduction (Figure 6).

Though the total Class I relationship could not be fully attained because of the smaller width of upper posterior teeth and the opening of space at the lower first molar extraction site, acceptable overjet and overbite were obtained (Figure 9 and 10).

**DISCUSSION**

In this case, excessive open bite caused by macroglossia was initially corrected orthodontically without tongue reduction. The first attempt, consisting mainly of lower anterior retraction and transverse contraction, resulted in a collapse of the dental arch during the first treatment period. Following tongue reduction, most of those problems recovered remarkably without any further orthodontic treatment. How did these changes occur? Teeth that are moved orthodontically have a potential to return to their original position. This potential is assumed to result mainly from soft tissues, including the dentoalveolar ligaments, gingival fibers, and buccolabial and tongue muscles. While the tongue in this case is believed to have played a major role in the relapse after orthodontic treatment and also in the recovery after tongue reduction, dentoalveolar and gingival tissues...
Teeth are subjected to a variety of forces from mastication and the actions of the lips, cheeks, and tongue. Whether intermittent or continuous, these forces are large enough to produce tooth movement.²,³ Because these forces are usually in equilibrium, the tooth position is usually stable. When we treat Japanese patients, we often encounter patients with Class III skeletal pattern, anterior open bite, and bimaxillary dentoalveolar protrusion caused by excessive tongue volume as well as by a habit of tongue thrusting.⁴ In these cases, myofunctional therapy for the large tongue is not enough for the retention after orthodontic treatment, and it is difficult to expect a balanced tooth position after the tongue position is changed by the treatment.

In this patient, the lower dental arch width showed significant relapse during the retention period whereas the lower dental arch length was not significantly changed. The crib of the upper retainer may have contributed to the stability of lower anterior teeth and had an effect on the retension of the lower dental arch length. These actions could result from the tongue crib taking away anterior space in the oral cavity from the tongue, which may have compressed the tongue posteriorly with an increment of lateral pressure at the molar region as the result. Other retention methods such as a lingual arch should have been used for the retention of lower intermolar width.

Partial glossectomy is sometimes performed as part of the total treatment for a Class III skeletal problem, anterior open bite, and bimaxillary dentoalveolar protrusion. These cases have a rather large tongue size for the space available, resulting in speech problems, tooth flaring, and abnormal skeletal growth. Many methods of tongue reduction have been reported and all are still controversial. Mixter et al⁵ and Harada and Enomoto⁶ reported that standard tongue reduction may result in an ankylosed, globular tongue with an insensitive tip. In our patient, we used the method of Harada and Enomoto, which was reported to resolve these problems. After surgery, the patient complained of minor functional problems in speech, mastication, swallowing, and gustation. However, she did experience a mild paralysis and pain on the dorsal portion of her tongue. The postoperative pain caused her difficulty in pronouncing the word get, which was pronounced as jet. These problems were completely resolved within 6 months postoperatively.

In the case of patients with a sagittal split mandibular setback, the tongue pressure would not usually change because the tongue and its origins connecting to the supporting bone also move back and the tongue adapts to an altered position.⁷ On the other hand, in the case of patients treated with...
orthodontic tooth retraction without a mandibular set back, the origins of the tongue muscles are not changed. This may cause the tongue difficulty in adapting to the altered position, as in this case.

The success of orthodontic treatment procedures combined with tongue reduction varies from case to case in the literature. The youngest patient to be treated was the reported treatment of a 3-month-old infant with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome. Tongue reduction at a young age is often required in patients with craniofacial abnormalities such as Down Syndrome, Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome, and lymphangioma. These disorders can lead to respiratory or speech problems due to excessive tongue volume. From the etiological point of view, the causative factors should be treated first. Therefore, macroglossia should ideally be treated with partial resection early if it causes a dental arch deformity such as open bite. Although the clinical features of macroglossia requiring tongue resection have been reported, most of those features are not digitally measurable yet and the objective diagnosis has not yet been fully established. At present, comprehensive diagnosis and treatment planning at an early age, including the timing of tongue reduction and the volume of the excision, is not always possible.
FIGURE 6. Alteration of tooth mobility and dental arch measurements. The mobility of each tooth was measured 3 times by tapping from the labial or buccal center of the tooth crown perpendicularly to the dental arch using Tooth Mobility Checker (Yoshida Co Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). The average of the mobility scores in each tooth was plotted. Indexes: 1.5±2.3 approximately corresponds to M0 of clinical evaluation, 2.3±2.8 to M1, 2.8±3.5 to M2, and >3.5 to M3. The transverse width between the upper first molars and one lower second molar width indicate the intermesio buccal cusps width. The subtracted amount (mm) from the pretreatment value was plotted. The lower interdental arch length was measured from the mesial edge of the lower second molars to the lower central incisal edge. Because the lower left second premolar and second molar were joined by prosthodontic treatment before tongue reduction, only the right second premolar and second molar were measured thereafter.

FIGURE 7. Excised region of the tongue. Left, overview of Harada and Enomoto-method; right upper, sagittal view; right lower, transverse view.
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of the tongue at each stage of treatment. Upper, pretreatment; middle, before tongue reduction (December 1995); bottom, 1 year after tongue reduction.

FIGURE 9. Panoramic images of pretreatment (upper, May 1990) and 19 months after tongue reduction (lower, July 1997). Mild to moderate resorption of root and alveolar bone ridge around anterior teeth to premolars are observed.

FIGURE 10. Lateral x-ray cephalograms of pretreatment (left, May 1990) and 1 year after tongue reduction (right, December 1996).
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